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A:

PURPOSE OF THE BOOKLET
AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

the overall purpose of the case studies
was to highlight the successful and
practical strategies that have enabled and,
consequently, ensured the transformation of
pupil potential into high achievement.
summarY oF FinDinGs
crucially, major strategies that emerged are as follows:
1 visionary, energetic leadership and responsibility for whole school development is

shared amongst teachers, pupils, parents and governors. the feeling of ownership
and participation in all decision-making is clearly evident throughout each school.
2 the role and responsibilities of the Gifted and talented co-ordinator are perceived

as a critical inﬂuence in all decision-making. meeting the needs of gifted and talented
pupils is central to all school planning, arising from the philosophy that ‘best practice
for able pupils is best practice for all pupils’.
3 a carefully fostered inclusive ethos is created within each school, based on the

premise that the school needs to create opportunities that will enable all pupils to
discover their potentials; and then to celebrate and give equal status to all learners’
potentials and achievements across the curriculum.
4 schools use a varied repertoire of qualitative and quantitative strategies for

identifying all pupils’ strengths and needs. Quantitative measures include;
appropriate verbal and non-verbal group tests, sats levels, class tests and
examination results. however, a paramount emphasis is given to teachers’ insightful
and continuous observation and assessment of pupils’ strengths and weaknesses.
5 Detailed attention is given to the procedures for transition between phases of

schooling. Designated teachers are responsible for co-ordinating the liaison and
communication between schools; and detailed transition reports and portfolios of
pupils are fully used by all schools. extensive use is made of inter- and intra- on-line
communication that is regularly updated and constantly referred to.
6 emphasis is given to assessment for learning (afl), not only at transition, but

throughout all stages of lesson development. the personalisation of learning with
differentiation is negotiated through a strong pupil voice, whereby pupils are directly
consulted as to the relevance and challenge of their learning tasks. care is taken to
ensure that pupils have full ownership of their learning and decision-making with
regard to their learning paths.
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the booklet is designed as a workbook
enabling you to reﬂectively audit your
current school practice, annotate/highlight
the numbered points and note actions for
further development.
7 regular monitoring of pupil progress in order to diagnose any indication of possible

underachievement is perceived as essential school practice. this is accomplished
through a systematic range of diagnostic procedures involving teachers, pupils,
parents/carers. through regular monitoring and mentoring, together with a strong
commitment to listening to pupil voice, pupils are carefully tracked so that early
indications of possible underachievement are recognised and immediately dealt
with through counselling and re-negotiation of learning tasks.
8 all pupils have access to a mentor who is a member of staff and/or an older pupil.

Pupils can choose their mentors and also re-negotiate their mentors as different
needs arise. some university students mentor secondary pupils, whilst some
secondary pupils take on the mentorship of primary pupils. Pupil mentors can also
be experts from the community.
9 all schools have an agreed, coherent and carefully targeted plan for whole school

development, with parents and governors closely involved in negotiating school
targets, and both reﬂecting on, and also celebrating, the schools’ successes.
importantly, pupils are also involved in discussions of schools’ ethos and practices
and they have active class and school councils with agendas resulting in real action.
10 extensive opportunities for study support activities (out of hours learning), is

characteristic of all the schools. Pupils play an active role in suggesting possible
activities as well as helping to organise and mentor such activities.
researchers spent considerable time in each school accessing relevant qualitative
and quantitative data: school records and logbooks, sats results, oFsteD reports,
examination results, Quality standards achievements, nace challenge award
achievements, and various evidence of other Performance and achievement
awards. researchers observed lessons and interviewed members of the senior
management, members of staff including Gifted and talented (G/t) coordinators,
a selection of pupils, parents/carers and governors; and this qualitative information
was richly informative, reﬂecting the dynamic, living research evidence that should
lie at the centre of rich case study research.
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B:

CONTEXTUAL DATA OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

throughout this document the case-study
researchers recognise and celebrate the
combined efforts of staff, pupils, parents/
carers and governors; and we wish to thank
all the schools involved in this research
for their willingness to participate, and
their readiness to share their professional
experiences and expertise.
in particular, we would like to acknowledge the visionary leadership of the senior
management team and the G/t co-ordinators. they are taking responsible
risks and the results are there to be shared by others looking for inspiration and
role models.

BurlinGton Junior school: new malden, surrey
• Burlington school is a non-denominational mixed community school for 7-11
year olds with 360-380 pupils on roll. the pupils represent a wide range of social
backgrounds and there is almost 60% of pupils with english as an additional
language (eal). 21 different languages are spoken including: english, tamil,
urdu, Gujerati and korean. around 20 per cent of pupils enter the school later
than the usual time of entry and many speak very little english. an average
number of pupils have special educational needs and slightly less than average
require school meals.

FarnBorouGh PrimarY school: london Borough of Bromley
• Farnborough is a mixed one-form entry community school with phased entry into
the reception year. at present there are 220 pupils in the school and 8 members
of full-time staff plus the headteacher. the number of pupils on the special needs
register is above the national average at 25.4 per cent and the percentage of
pupils with statements is 1.8 per cent. the pupils’ special needs are mainly in
the area of seBD and speech and communication difﬁculties. 3.8 per cent of
pupils have english as a second language and 10.7 per cent of the pupils come
from minority ethnic backgrounds. the pupils come from homes that are socioeconomically diverse and 4.1 per cent are eligible for free school meals.

GraFton PrimarY school: london Borough of holloway
• Grafton is an inner city primary school for 450 children from 3 years 6 months to
11 years old. the school is a very diverse community with a rich ethnic mix. the
school serves an area whose socio-economic circumstances are much lower than
usually found. more than 50% of the pupils are entitled to free school meals and
a similar proportion have learning and emotional difﬁculties with a high number
of children experiencing language and communication needs. slightly more
than 50% of the pupils are from ethnic minority backgrounds; the largest groups
being Black african and caribbean. 60% of the pupils have a ﬁrst language that
is not english, but is predominantly turkish, somali, Bengali, spanish and italian.
translators and translations are widely available including spanish and italian.
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hermitaGe PrimarY school: west Berkshire
• hermitage school is a smaller than the average, but expanding, rural primary school
in newbury, west Berkshire. there is a small ethnic and cultural mix with negligible
numbers of pupil on free school meals. 20% of the pupils are identiﬁed as sen, many
of whom fall in the asperger’s autistic spectrum; some of these pupils may also be
identiﬁed as Gifted or talented. Parents set high expectations for their children, but
in doing so support the school in a variety of ways. ofsted (2002) labelled the school
as an ‘underachieving school’ due to standards of attainment. Pupils entered the
school with attainment above average and left with standards only average. the
inspection report considered that more could be done to raise attainment at the
top end of the ability range. the school addressed this and has since achieved the
nace challenge award for whole-school excellence in provision for able, gifted
and talented pupils.

lowes wonG Junior school: southwell, nottinghamshire
• lowes wong anglican methodist school is a large junior school in the small market
town of southwell. it serves a mixed, but relatively prosperous catchment area
with currently 398 pupils on roll. there are only a few pupils from ethnic minority
backgrounds, but it is an inclusive school. lowes wong Junior is a high achieving
school with a long-standing reputation for high expectations and achievements.
although the percentage of children with special needs is low, the school has been
very successful in meeting the needs of children who struggle with their learning
or behaviour. the provision for the most able and talented pupils has greatly
improved under the leadership of the present head teacher, who has been involved
in curriculum development and training in able children’s education. the school’s
major strengths are music, dance, drama and sport.

ollerton PrimarY school: nottinghamshire
• ollerton Primary school has 300 pupils from Foundation to Year 6. recently reorganised, it serves the ex-mining communities within one of the most disadvantaged
wards within nottinghamshire. there is high unemployment and high levels of social
deprivation: nearly 50% of the pupils are known to be eligible for free school meals and
the number of pupils who are on the special needs register is well above the national
average. there is high pupil mobility and a signiﬁcant number of looked after children
with complex needs. there is a minority ethnic and cultural mix; and no pupils with
english as a second language. the attainment of pupils on entry to full time schooling
is well below the local authority average for both literacy and numeracy. all pupils
make good progress and the standards achieved by pupils are high in relation to similar
schools and are improving steadily when compared to all schools.

PortswooD PrimarY school: southampton
• Portswood school is a mixed primary school of 400 pupils, serving a diverse
population with 70% of the students coming from out of catchment area. Pupils
come from widely varying communities ranging from areas with high levels of social
deprivation to a range of afﬂuent villages. the school population has a diverse
cultural mix with over 17 languages represented, with english, a second or additional
language for 42% of the pupils. the school sees this cultural diversity as enriching
the lives of all its pupils whose attainment on entry to the reception is above the
national and local averages. those pupils identiﬁed as having special educational
needs is below the national average. 36% of pupils on the able register have english
as an additional language. the school has achieved the nace challenge award.
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B:

CONTEXTUAL DATA OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

homewooD anD siXth Form centre arts colleGe:
tenterden, kent

• homewood school is a non-denominational mixed Foundation school for 11-18 year
olds with specialist status in Performing arts and art. it has 2082 pupils on roll and
falls within the comprehensive system in kent. homewood school applies its own
entry criteria: all pupils applying to the school are assessed and 20% are admitted
‘with reference to their aptitude and ability’. the remaining 80% of pupils are
admitted ‘without reference to their aptitude and ability’. Four pupils are admitted
to Year 7 on the basis of exceptional musical ability (Grade 4 or above, instrumental /
voice). there are less than average pupils with special educational needs, but there
is a broad social demographic since the school sits within a comprehensive system
inside a selective county.

st marYleBone school: london Borough of westminster
• st marylebone school is an 11-18 comprehensive church of england school for girls,
with mixed entry post 16. the catchment area ofﬁcially covers 18 london boroughs.
however, the majority of students are drawn from the local area comprising 30
primary schools which include widely varying communities representing a diverse
ethnic and cultural mix, including a high percentage of students from european
countries. over 30 languages are represented in the school. english is a second
or additional language for more than 50% of the students. the central london
learning skills council identiﬁes the school’s catchment area as one of the most
deprived nationally. around 40% of students are entitled to free school meals.

lamPton school: london Borough of hounslow
• lampton school provides a mixed, comprehensive education to a truly multicultural
population of 1382 pupils ranging in age from 11 to 18. this ﬁgure includes 315 pupils
in the sixth Form. it is a now a very popular school and is oversubscribed with at least
150 applicants who have not secured places for september 2007 and who may appeal,
seeking a place at this community school. ten years ago it only attracted about 107
applications for 210 places in Year seven. the majority of the pupils come from four
world religions: christianity, hinduism, islam and sikhism. their last oFsteD report
comments on the positive relationships throughout the school. other key indicators
describing the school are as follows: 21% Free school meals; 3.2% statemented;
14.5% school action (sen); 3.2% school action Plus; 78.1% minority ethnic Pupils;
66.8% eal (english as an additional language) stages 1-4.

newsteaD wooD school For Girls: london Borough of Bromley
• newstead wood is a Foundation, selective, 11-18 engineering specialist school
with a particular focus on the application of science, mathematics and technology.
about 750 pupils apply each year, and 130 are given places based on their verbal
reasoning and non-verbal reasoning scores. newstead wood accommodates over
950 pupils from 60 Primary schools. the school has a rich and diverse student body
that places great emphasis on racial equality and social justice. thirty ﬁve percent
of the pupils are from various ethnic minorities. it never excludes pupils which is
exceptional.

seven kinGs hiGh school: london Borough of redbridge, ilford
• seven kings high school is a six form entry, 11-18, coeducational, mixed ability,
multi-ethnic, comprehensive school with about 1440 pupils on roll of whom about
470 are in the sixth Form. it is designated by the DcsF as a specialist school for
science and technology, modern Foreign languages and it is also a training school.
in 1999 it became a Beacon school and since 2003 it is designated as one of the
new leading edge Programme schools with a special responsibility for pupils with
physical disability. around 70 to 80 languages are spoken throughout the school.
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C:

SCHOOL ETHOS AND
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY

in all schools included in the case-study,
the following characteristics of democratic
leadership were evident:
1 all schools promote and emphasise equal opportunity, racial equality, multi-

lingualism and social justice, with the headteacher and senior management team
providing both vision and practical support for teacher and pupil development.
2 all the participating schools view the G/t agenda as central to their whole school

development: maintaining a policy of inclusion through opportunity.
3 all senior management, teachers, parents, governors and pupils work as a

dynamic team to regularly reﬂect upon, and to change if necessary, any aspect
of the schools’ functioning that is perceived to require complete remodelling in
some cases, or minor adjustment in others. the ethos of the school derives from
a strong commitment to reﬂective Practice with the underpinning belief that
teachers are truly professional and understand clearly the dynamic relationship
between learning and teaching.
4 the pupil voice is strong and has considerable inﬂuence on both school decisions

D: POLICY OF INCLUSION

1 the staff, pupils, parents/carers and governors are fully committed to a school

policy that promotes inclusion, in the sense that equal opportunities are provided
for all pupils to discover their strengths and talents. the processes of identiﬁcation
are perceived as tools to recognise all pupils’ abilities and strengths.
2 Good practice for G/t students is regarded as good practice for all students in

that good practice stems from a child-centred and enquiry-based curriculum. all
students need the skills of learning how to learn: for example, problem-solving and
thinking skills, self-assessment and self-monitoring skills, questioning, recording
and research skills.
3 equal status is given to all subjects across the curriculum together with a wide

range of activities outside the curriculum. schools have an ‘open door’ policy in
that all pupils have access to enrichment and extension opportunities. teachers
guide some pupils directly to try activities they think would enrich and extend
a pupil’s strengths and potential ability. all activities are acknowledged and
celebrated.
4 a high priority is placed upon the pupils managing their own and each other’s

behaviour, and on them becoming independent and self-disciplined learners
within a framework of mutual respect and tolerance.

and also on issues of personal development. Pupils are encouraged and feel
conﬁdent that they can discuss any aspect of their schooling with both teachers
and the senior management team. learning is personalised and carefully
monitored; pupils perceive that teachers’ expectations of their achievements are
high and they respond to this positively.
5 Parents/carers have open access to the school and feel they are valued and

listened to: they feel they can approach any member of the senior management
or member of staff if they need to discuss an issue; they are involved in school
activities, are consulted and kept informed about all school policy and intended
future development. they have a sense of both ownership and partnership and
are proud of the school’s efforts and achievements.
6 Governors are aware of the school’s G/t policy and practice and are active

supporters. they also have a strong voice and take pride in the school’s
accomplishments.
7 there is well-developed and on-going involvement with the community: outside

expertise is welcomed and is a major part of school development.
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E:

POLICY OF IDENTIFICATION

1 approximately 5 to 10% of every year group is identiﬁed as Gifted (language,

mathematics and sciences) and talented (across the full range of the creative
arts), but the G/t register is kept open and ﬂexible to accommodate pupils who,
through enhanced opportunities, discover potential gifts and talents.
2 Detailed identiﬁcation and nomination procedures, both quantitative and

qualitative, result in teachers’ thinking about all students’ learning needs.
improving the education of the exceptionally able is seen to beneﬁt the whole
school community by raising standards of provision, and expectations for the
achievements of all students.
3 the use of data to examine cultural and ethnic bias in selection has been important

in raising other questions such as identifying those students who might be at a
disadvantage.
4 a wide range of quantitative and qualitative procedures are constantly updated

and shared across all subjects with the emphasis on obtaining and diagnostically
assessing the whole proﬁle of the learner; cognitive, affective and physical.

PrimarY
the following procedures inter alia are used:
1 at early Years and Foundation levels, the quality of teacher observation is

considered of primary importance, with the emphasis on identifying pupil
progress from their base-line assessment on entry. the emphasis is on providing
learners with rich opportunities for experiential learning and interaction across the
learning areas.
2 as learners progress, teacher assessment through tracking continues using: local

authority models; national curriculum levelling and target setting for individuals
and groups; test results using sats (statutory and optional); and nFer nonverbal and verbal reasoning tests. in Years 4 and 5 cognitive ability tests are
administered. the target tracker package is also used. continuous monitoring
of attainment; observation on the curriculum task; observations and results from
extended opportunities and partner projects are key strategies.
3 an important emphasis is given to qualitative procedures throughout the primary

stage: a comprehensive picture is built up of each child’s progress and performance
by a rigorous process of continuous assessment through observation, careful
record keeping and collation of evidence including samples of pupils’ work,
discussion with colleagues, pupils and parents/carers.
4 evidence from all these sources is used in regular pupil review processes to ensure

that the provision is effective, inclusive and individualised, and that the support
offered meets the needs of all the children. these processes also engage staff in
a continuous cycle of self-reﬂection and development. any discrepancy between
a pupil’s targets and performance is investigated, and appropriate intervention is
diagnosed and agreed with the pupil.
5 the headteacher, assessment co-ordinator, G/t co-ordinator, senco and class

teacher carry out testing on individual pupils as necessary.

seconDarY
the following procedures inter alia are used:
1 all the secondary schools in the research study maintain close links with the feeder

primary schools, and primary records are fully investigated. Pupils complete a form
detailing their interests before arriving in Year 7.
2 to assess attainment and progress, schools use standardised test results: sats on

entry; miDYis tests for Year 7; sats for key stage 3; Yellis for Year 10 and alis
for Year 12; cognitive ability tests - a score of 126 or above in one battery or 120
or above in two batteries; level 8 in mathematics or a level 8 teacher assessment;
uk maths challenge - Gold award. Gcse results are also used - a points score of
58 or above in the best eight subjects (where a * = 8, a=7, B=6 etc).
3 teacher observation in a particular subject is considered vital to the identiﬁcation

process, especially where perceived potential is not demonstrated in assessment
scores. mentors play an important role in this procedure. also evidence of
outstanding achievement in an academic or creative arts activity pursued
outside school is considered, e.g. success in a national-level chess or debating
competition or outstanding performance in a master-class, aimhigher or a gifted
and talented programme.
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EFFECTIVE PROVISION: ORGANISATIONAL POLICIES
F:
AND TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

1. emPhasis on seamless transition

2. monitorinG Potential unDerachievement

the following procedures inter alia are used:

the following strategies inter alia are used:

1 Pupil progress is monitored from the baseline point of entry. individual education

1 the G/t co-ordinator is a member of the senior management team (smt), with an

Plans (iePs) and the G/t register are regularly reviewed and then transferred
between the phases.

overview of development, and is dedicated, informed and inﬂuential throughout
the school. at primary level, all staff are involved directly in discussion with the
smt including the G/t coordinator. at secondary level, each department has a
person responsible for guiding and monitoring the overall provision for G/t pupils
and also for monitoring the individual progress of G/t pupils; this person is in
close communication with teachers, parents, pupils and the smt.

2 there is excellent liaison between the schools at every stage of transition through

detailed reports of pupils’ achievements regarding in-school and out-of-school
activities, examples of pupils’ work, and both quantitative and qualitative
comments on pupils’ strengths and on areas needing support. these reports are
made available to, and discussed by, all staff so that repetition of skills and mastery
of knowledge is avoided.
3 secondary staff are aware of the G/t pupils before they arrive: this enables

teachers to do forward planning to address individual needs, building upon
the proﬁles of information that pupils have acquired prior to and after arrival.
the transition proﬁles inform group and individual lesson planning and schemes
of work.
4 Pupils complete a form detailing their interests before arriving in Year 7; and

parents/carers also contribute to this sharing of advanced information for G/t
pupils in Year 6 and after arrival in Year 7.
5 Designated staff carry speciﬁc responsibilities for data acquisition, maintenance,

security and information dissemination as and where appropriate. extensive school
it facilities support this work. transition booklets, work examples, induction days
and computer data transfer are characteristic of all schools.
6 there are active partnerships between universities, secondary and primary schools

and, some Year 11, 12 and 13 pupils engage in work placements in primary schools.
a wide range of workshops are presented by secondary schools who are also
involved in mentoring projects.
7 schools provide opportunities for the parents/carers to receive information

regarding secondary schools; hold information evenings and ensure that parents/
carers make visits to the schools of their choice. regular reminders are sent home
to encourage parents/carers to attend meetings and make visits.
8 there are curriculum evenings to ensure that parents/carers are well informed of

what is expected of the children for sats, but equally how to prepare their children
for secondary schools. once the children have been allocated a place, schools
arrange to meet with the secondary school sencos, to provide information
about those pupils who may have a special educational need.
9 where the transition information available to the secondary schools is relatively

limited due to a large number of feeder schools, the secondary schools have
developed detailed systems for collecting, collating and analysing data on
student progress.
10 Pupils complete a form detailing their interests before arriving in Year 7.
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2 Differentiated provision is perceived as integral to whole school planning and

the result of complex knowledge construction rather than simple knowledge
dissemination: as such, differentiation is not a series of ‘bolt-on’ exercises added
without coherence and sound educational rationale. all schemes of work are
required to indicate well-planned extension activities. Pupils who are assessed
as needing personal extension activities beyond the national curriculum, can
negotiate personalised learning activities.
3 the progress, achievements and needs of every child are reviewed in detail on a

regular basis by the headteacher, the senco, heads of Year or Departments, and
the class teacher, and individual action plans and targets are set. Parents/carers
are kept informed and can also request consultations with senior management
and members of staff.
4 the pupils are well involved in the decision-making processes in the school. there

are regular class council meetings, school council meetings and a headteacher’s
suggestion box.
5 collaborative, networked e-learning is well advanced and being constantly

extended. Differentiation for the more able is targeted on offering more cognitive
challenge to develop problem-solving and thinking skills, higher order thinking
and questioning skills. this is backed by an extensive range of lunchtime, afterhours and out-of-school clubs, learning opportunities and master classes.
6 at primary and secondary level, mixed ability and setting are employed differentially

across the curriculum, not to label pupils, but in order to facilitate differentiation
and personalised learning.
7 teaching and non-teaching staff receive planned and in-depth continuing

Professional Development with regard to: continuous and systematic differentiation
of learning activities; problem-solving and thinking skills and higher order
questioning, with guidance on how to implement these into lesson planning;
accommodation of different learning styles; and assessment (both formative and
summative) with careful monitoring of progress in teaching and learning.
8 all schools provide an extensive range of out- of- hours learning opportunities:

some pupils are guided to participate, but the activities are open to any pupil who
shows an interest. this is regarded as another avenue for the identiﬁcation of pupil
potential and is in line with the philosophy of identiﬁcation through Provision.
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EFFECTIVE PROVISION: ORGANISATIONAL POLICIES
F:
AND TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

9 in some secondary schools, a shortened ks3 programme has required a complete

17 when underachievement is identiﬁed, the meeting between the pupil and the

re-write of the Years 7 and 8 curriculum, resulting in tighter, more efﬁcient
and dynamic teaching and more productive learning experiences. this has
consequently freed up the Year 9 curriculum, allowing schools to introduce new
learning experiences and methods of working. this has signiﬁcantly raised the
energy and motivation levels for staff and students alike.

teacher is the appropriate venue to explore one of a variety of interventions
that might result in a new approach to learning, new avenues of support from
staff, peers and families, new work and homework strategies and incentives, new
expectations, new targets and the booking of further meetings as and when
necessary. Parents/carers can become involved when necessary but the emphasis
is upon nurturing the independence of the pupil and the promotion of an adult
model of education. students are expected to maintain a portfolio of achievement
which incorporates reports.

10 thinking about the needs of all students has resulted in staff thinking more

creatively about how they approach their teaching. in-service training has also
encouraged the development of thinking skills, questioning skills, research skills,
active learning approaches and skills for independent learning.
11 extension topics are built into all subjects and are used for most lessons. each

school’s Gifted and talented handbook of Policy and Practice provides extensive
guidance on how to differentiate learning tasks, and each secondary subject
department is responsible for outlining the strategies that are used to ensure that
each student is working at the appropriate level.
12 multiple criteria and sources of evidence are used to identify exceptional pupils and

schools closely monitor how identiﬁcation and subsequent teaching interventions
are working and having a measurable impact across year-groups, subjects and
departments. students are encouraged to be involved in these processes
13 schools are expected to self-assess against national Quality standards and they

do this through an audit that constantly reﬁnes their procedures. many schools
use the nace challenge award Framework which shows them how to develop
practice. staff do not see the G/t work as a ‘bolt on’ feature to be addressed when
time permits, but as an integral part of the whole teaching process. the national
curriculum framework is personalised in terms of day to day teaching and the
production of regular progress reports and target setting with pupils at least once
a term.
14 staff look very closely at any discrepancy between a pupil’s targets and current

performance. if a pupil is underperforming there is serious conversation that
attempts to identify a good intervention such as ﬁnding a mentor, examining the
problems within the work, or altering expectations or work styles. there is also a
very close review of schemes of work within years and departments.
15 the personalising is particularly relevant if a pupil is not making progress against

set targets. here schools engage in a dialogue to elucidate what needs to be
changed. the pupils feel that their teachers are fully engaged with them in both
group and individual school activities and that staff always have time to listen and
to talk. the parents/carers reﬂect the same personalised aspects to the learning.
written records and computer databases back up this communication so no one
‘slips through the net.’ the senior leadership team are vigilant with regards
to a systems G/t approach and they take an interest in any area where there is
vulnerability or risk of underachievement.
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18 a few pupils may be targeted as candidates for additional staff attention and

intervention where this is deemed valuable. sometimes it has to be acknowledged
that the cause of some underachievement can lie within personal circumstances
outside the control of the school. in these cases counselling is available both
within the school and externally.
19 when a trend is noted within a group, then staff collaborate and look to group

solutions like reorganising schedules of work, raising expectations, lowering
anxieties, revisiting year and departmental policies and resources, providing
staff training and staff support and instigating research to further elucidate the
cause of the underachievement. the staff take proactive measures to prevent or
minimise underachievement before it happens. the smt are constantly assessing
the impact of all school policies with vulnerable pupils and they take preventative
action where it is felt to be warranted.
20 the personalising is particularly relevant if a pupil is not making progress against

set targets. here schools engage in a dialogue to elucidate what needs to be
changed. the pupils feel that their teachers are fully engaged with them in
both group and individual school activities. the parents/carers reﬂect the same
personalised aspects to the learning.
21 written records and computer databases back up this communication so no

one slips through the net. the senior leadership team are vigilant with regards
to a systems G/t approach and they take an interest in any area where there is
vulnerability or risk of underachievement.
22 once the G/t pupils are identiﬁed and their work is monitored, the staff reﬂect on

how challenged pupils are both in the classroom and outside the classroom. G/t
pupils agree their targets, and in the regular meetings with their teachers they
can look at the congruence between what has been expected academically in
terms of targets, and what has been accomplished in a manner that relies on hard
evidence and teachers’ opinions. sometimes targets need to be reviewed and
possibly modiﬁed.
23 target grades are established for every student. in Year 10, 11, 12 and 13 exam

grades are checked against target grades, and departments have to explain how
they are challenging underachievement.

16 every year the department team and every teacher is challenged to see that

24 membership of Young, Gifted and talented, previously the national academy

individual pupils are set realistic, contractual and negotiated performance targets
that personalise the learning, identify who takes responsibility and guarantee a
conversation that reviews progress and addresses complications. the students
feel empowered and motivated as major stakeholders rather than as passive
school attenders. everyone has a personal challenge and the opportunity to
succeed across a very wide range of activities in and outside of school.

for Gifted and talented Youth (naGtY) is highly promoted and regarded as
an essential opportunity for G/t pupils to meet others of like abilities, and to
experience high-level challenge both across the usual curriculum areas and,
importantly, in new areas of exploration and discovery.
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EFFECTIVE PROVISION: ORGANISATIONAL POLICIES
F:
AND TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

3. status anD resPonsiBilities oF G/t coorDinator anD
suPPort networks
1 the status of the G/t coordinator is one of central and senior importance

with high level inﬂuence on whole school policies with regard to processes of
identiﬁcation and strategies for provision. the G/t coordinator liaises closely
with, or is a member of, the senior management team. the designated person
is well-informed about Gifted and talented education, and has a good overview
of heads of years’ or departments’ policies and practice. importantly, channels for
communication are clear and quickly responsive.
2 sometimes, however, the role of the G/t coordinator is subsumed into an

overall school policy led by the headteacher, and supported by the heads of
Years, curriculum heads, and the whole staff as a team: regular school-based
monitoring and regular lesson observation is an important element of this policy.
the headteacher and the G/t coordinator analyse the learning outcomes
for the identiﬁed pupils and set targets for, and with, them. the outcomes are
monitored by gender, ethnicity, special educational needs and stages of language
acquisition.
3 in some primary schools, the role of the G/t coordinator is included in the work of

the special needs coordinator (senco) and this role is central to the raising of
the achievement of all the pupils.
4 the G/t coordinator, or another designated person, is expected to give the G/

t a very strong emphasis across the whole school community. s/he is expected
to lead by example, to demonstrate high level teaching skills, and to set high
expectations amongst the teachers and pupils.

10 secondary departments are also additionally responsible for monitoring the

progress of students they have nominated for their subject G/t register, for
checking regularly on their interests and needs, and for providing extension and
enrichment activities. all departments receive copies of the students’ individual
education Plans (iePs), and the G/t co-ordinator meets every student on the
school’s G/t main register to discuss their progress, to draw up a new ieP and to
agree targets for the term.
11 schools produce comprehensive practical handbooks which provide guidance

for staff on: assessing learning; identifying different learning styles, planning for
differentiation; planning for creative problem-solving; and, examples of lesson
plans. all schools have developed induction for newly Qualiﬁed teachers (nQts),
and fully explanatory handbooks for parents and governors. Parents/carers must
all sign a home and school agreement, which focuses on the children’s needs and
highlights what the school expects of the parents/carers.
12 schools are expected to assess themselves against the national Quality standards

(nQs), to review their plans, to set new targets each year and to report back to the
G/t coordinator, or designated person, who ascertains what further steps are to
be taken with developing the G/t agenda. many use the nace challenge award
Framework to audit and develop their practice.
13 london schools are actively involved with the london Gifted and talented group

(lGt) and all schools were involved with the national academy for Gifted and
talented students, now Young, Gifted and talented.

5 the drive for continuing improvement is supported by good self-evaluation

processes which support the creation of the school improvement plan and inform
future training needs. senior leaders and subject coordinators are clear about
their roles and responsibilities in leading the provision in their areas for able and
talented pupils.
6 in all instances, pupils are closely involved in evaluating the relevance and

appropriate challenges of their learning targets.
7 all schools have a well-developed strategy for in-service staff development, and

updating this programme arises naturally from the pupil review sessions where
pupil, staff and school needs are identiﬁed. here agendas are raised and targets
set and built into the school development plan.
8 all the primary schools belong to their local Primary learning network. where

appropriate, the cluster includes the local secondary school. there are regular staff
development and cluster meetings to underpin shared projects, and initiatives are
closely monitored through teacher and pupil self-assessment questionnaires.
9 some schools produce a pupil proforma for assessment and review of learning:

it comprises of a column for strengths and needs in the autumn term; a review
column at the beginning of the spring term with and a box to write the agreed
forward targets; followed by spring and summer reviews to consider progress and
future needs.
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EFFECTIVE PROVISION: ORGANISATIONAL POLICIES
F:
AND TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

4. assessment For learninG

5. out-oF-hours learninG

1 through systematic assessment, record keeping, and liaison with the children’s

1 the extent and variety of the extra-curricular programme of opportunities is

previous teachers, effective planning avoids repetition of skills and knowledge
already mastered. challenges through high quality tasks are provided so
that there is always differentiated work and extension material available. By
assessing performance on these tasks it is then possible to set individuals more
challenging targets.

impressive. For example; during a school week there could be a choice of
between 5 and 10 activities during the school lunch-hour and between 7 and
20 after school. these include a wide variety of music groups (choirs, jazz, wind
and african drumming bands), dance groups, drama groups, art clubs, sport and
ﬁtness clubs, to foreign language groups, subject-speciﬁc clubs (including latin),
astro-physics, computing, creative-writing, reading, accountancy and homework
clubs. some of these, such as the jazz workshops, were developed as a result of
discussions held between the G/t co-ordinator and students on the G/t register.

2 through the differentiation, extension and enrichment strategies in lessons,

teachers are able to use curriculum based assessment to extend the pupils’ range
of skills and to further develop the cognitive stretch in targeting thinking and
questioning skills.
3 Pupils are allowed to make choices about areas of study and to organise their

own work. they are expected to carry out tasks that stretch their capabilities and
help develop their abilities to evaluate and check their work. Pupils set their own
targets and monitor their own progress through self-assessment and marking
each other’s work.
4 the pupil review process enables all aspects of each child’s progress and

attainment to be considered, with the sharing of ideas and decision-making for
relevant action to intervene as necessary. this process also engages staff in a
continuous cycle of self-reﬂection and development. this is supported by team
teaching and teaching partners.
5 teachers and pupils engage in constructive educational dialogue and communicate

frequently about academic tasks, motivation, anxieties, projects, challenges, worklife balance, personal research, personal work portfolios, extracurricular activities,
work styles, homework management, course options choices, careers guidance,
etc. students are active participants within these conversations and they realise
that they need to prepare and to account for what they are doing.
6 through the power of being given ownership of their learning paths, pupils

attribute success and failure to their own decision-making rather than blaming
other factors like the teachers or the curriculum. Pupils value opportunities to
negotiate with staff and to use their own initiative: what they think and believe
in terms of their own self-assessments, critical reﬂections and target settings
predominate.
7 the intention is that assessment shows progression within each subject and

that this information is shared with pupils and parents/carers. Pupil selfassessment complements other types of assessment, and encourages
students to carry personal responsibility for their progress. teachers use both
assessment for learning (formative assessment) and assessment of learning
(summative assessment.) written commentaries in pupils’ books provide
evidence of personalised learning through comments about possible avenues
for improvement under the inﬂuence of afl principles.

2 the choice of activities outside the national curriculum is overwhelming. some

take place during noon hours, some after school and some on weekends or
during school holidays. sports include: aerobics, badminton, fencing, basketball,
skiing, gym, rounders, hockey, squash, tennis, table tennis, swimming, volleyball
and trampolining. clubs and societies include arguers anonymous, art, Bar mock
trials Groups, British association of Young scientists, chess, cultural arts, dance,
debating, drama, engineering, english, environment, history, linc – now called
the real world, and emphasis on developing world issues, media, music, politics,
psychology, science and mathematics and model united nations. the clubs and
societies tend to be run by sixth form pupils which provide leadership opportunities
and further experience of group work and democratic peer led procedures.
3 there is an emphasis on the early identiﬁcation of a range of skills across all

domains, and the extra-curricular opportunities are open to all, though some
students may be actively encouraged to join if staff consider they might boost a
student’s motivation.
4 out of school events are organised to involve as many parents/carers as possible

and all staff attend the community events and meetings. this includes Family and
harvest suppers when each family brings one dish to share. they are also invited
to the weekly class assemblies and general celebrations. Bi-lingual support and
translators are provided for all formal parent/carer evenings and events.
5 Day trips, residential visits, competitions, exhibitions, cluster activities, concerts

are used to extend horizons and for team building.
6 engaging in video-conferences with links to universities is a popular activity

eg. the salters Festival of chemistry and the enthusiasm noted for forensic
investigations.

8 teachers see assessing work with carefully orchestrated feedback to pupils, as a

key opportunity to challenge G/t pupils and to ask more high level questions that
probe for a better understanding of what a given pupil has learned, and where
perhaps the pupil might need speciﬁc tuition. they see close links between afl, the
promotion of the national Quality standards (nQs) and use of nace challenge
award Framework in G/t education. Peer assessments are also promoted and
highly valued.
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STANDARDS OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND ATTAINMENT

PrimarY
BurlinGton Junior school
• standards in Year 6 are above average with pupils having made good progress since
starting in Year 3. the quality of teaching and learning is good, and overall standards
of leadership and management are very good. Pupils’ personal qualities, including
their spiritual, moral, social and cultural development, are very good.
• in terms of attainment, results are clearly above the national average and slightly
above the local average considering the demographic of the school. Destination
schools for children in this competitive borough compare well with other primary
provision. the most impressive achievement however, is the value that is added
to pupils’ development through attending Burlington. with a large proportion of
children with eal, a value of added score of 100.9 (2005) is excellent.

FarnBorouGh PrimarY school:
orpington, london Borough of Bromley

• the school is recognised in the oFsteD inspection report of may 2004 as an
increasingly effective school with standards in english, mathematics and science at
the end of Year 6 well above national averages. the school has received a range of
awards such as activemark (2005), healthy school award (2005), seeD challenge
(2004) for improvement and expansion to the building; and investors in People
(re issued in 2006); environment awards (2006) kent and national winners of grow
a sunﬂower competition. it is an accredited Partnership training school with the
university of Greenwich.

GraFton PrimarY school: london Borough of islington
• attainment on entry to the school is well below average. Despite this the school was
identiﬁed in its oFsteD inspection as ‘an exceptional school. the individual child is
at the centre of all it does. … achievement is outstanding’.
• according to the inspectors, from very low starting points in the Foundation stage,
the children make very good progress although the standards are still below the
expected level when they enter Year one. By the end of Year 6 the pupils’ standards
are above average in english, well above average in mathematics and high in
science. the development in thinking skills in mathematics was noted as a particular
strength.
• the school was a former Beacon school; it has investors in People accreditation,
holds the Quality in study support award, the arts mark Gold award, and in addition
is a member of the creative Partnerships for london east.

hermitaGe PrimarY school: west Berkshire
• over the last four years the situation has changed dramatically since the ofsted
report (2002) classiﬁed the school as ‘underachieving school’ due to standards of
attainment, particularly with regard to G/t pupils.

lowes wonG Junior school: southwell, nottinghamshire
• lowes wong pupils achieve well in the sats tests at the end of key stage 2. in 2006
40.7% achieved level 4 in english and 58.4% achieved level 5. in maths, the number
achieving level 4 was lower (29.7%), but a very high number of pupils achieved
level 5 (57.1). in science the pattern was similar to maths with 26.3% achieving
level 4, but 71.4% achieving level 5. the headteacher believes these results are
achieved not only through good teaching but because pupils work hard and enjoy
their learning.

ollerton PrimarY school: nottinghamshire
• through their pupil tracking procedures, the school can show how, from identiﬁcation,
through to the development of individual education Plans (ieP), that they are having
a measurable impact on pupil attainment and able pupils make good progress.
• the data suggests that ollerton Primary is meeting the needs of all its pupils. the
school achieves well at all levels despite a high level of entitlement to free school
meals, above average number of pupils on the sen register and a relatively high
mobility rate. when ollerton’s standards are judged against similar schools standards
in reading and writing at key stage 1 & 2 are above average, and are in line in
mathematics. teacher assessments in science indicate that standards are above
average. the proportion of pupils who achieve the higher levels in the national
tests is close to the national average for reading and writing and in line for maths
and science at both key stages. when compared to similar schools however the
ﬁgures for all indicators are above the national averages. this shows that the school
is effective in meeting the needs of its high attaining pupils.

PortswooD PrimarY school: southampton, hants
• in 1997 ofsted recognised the school as being an underachieving, coasting school
with provision for more able pupils being a key issue. attainment of pupils at level
3 at the end of key stage 1 was in line with local and national averages. By the end
of key stage 2 pupils’ attainment at level 5 was also average. the 2001 inspection
report, however, praised the provision for gifted and talented and recent accolades
have been received from naGtY, nace and the local education authority. in 2001
the school achieved Beacon status in recognition of its leadership and teaching
which today are directly responsible for the currently high standards of pupils both
academically and socially. results at the end of key stage 1 are now above average,
with results at the end of key stage 2 improving year on year, moving from average
to them now being amongst the top 5% of all schools nationally.
• For a school with such a diverse intake and a high percentage of children for whom
english is an additional language, progress made is well above average. attainment
levels for pupils identiﬁed as gifted and talented have been steadily rising. value
added data also indicates that Portswood achieves exceptionally well, especially for
high attainers.

• Pupils at the end of key stage 1 now consistently achieve above national averages
at level 3 in english and in mathematics. in mathematics they are in the top 5%
nationally. Pupils at the end key stage 2 at level 5 perform well above the national
average in english and mathematics. in science assessments outcomes put the
school in the top 5% nationally. this has been due to a strong focus on raising the
expectations of staff, particularly in regard to high attaining pupils.
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seconDarY
homewooD anD siXth Form centre arts colleGe:
tenterden, kent
• in 2003, ofsted reported the following:
‘this innovative and forward thinking school effectively gives a large number of
students a good education which they enjoy and appreciate. leadership is very good
and the management of this complex organisation is very efﬁcient. teaching is good
overall and during the inspection many very good and excellent lessons were seen.
Gcse results are above average and have improved since the last inspection. taking
all the above factors, and the above average income per student into account, the
school gives good value for money.’
• most impressive is the value added to pupil development in the initial years in the
school, which is maintained throughout. Pupils achieve around one grade above the
average that would be predicted for the school entry proﬁle by the time of Gcse
and this lead starts at around Year 8, although achievements in Year 7 are also on the
rise. a-level exam results are good. ks3 is completed in two years. students can take
Gcse, aGcse, Btec, prevocational and vocational courses, a level etc.
• exam results show a signiﬁcant improvement over recent years, with has been a rise
of 8% since 2001 in the number of students achieving 5+ a*–c grades at Gcse or
equivalent (in 2005, 61%). 98% achieve 5+ a*–G grades (up 8% since 2001).

lamPton school: london Borough of hounslow
• examination results for the whole school over a period of years showing good
progression over time can be found within the ofsted report on pages 6, 7, 10, 11,
42 and 43. the 5a*–c Gcse ﬁgures for more recent years are as follows: 2003 52%;
2004 57%; 2005 53%; 2006 69%. it has been designated as a specialist humanities
college; it has won a DcsF achievement award; it has achieved the investors in
People designation; it has been granted leading edge status; it is designated as an
enterprise learning Pathﬁnder school; it has won sportsmark and healthy schools
awards; it is designated as a training school which supports the development of
future teachers; it has been awarded the Basic skills Quality mark and an artsmark
from the arts council; it participates in the Future leaders Programme. the track
record of evidence in achieving high standards is adequately addressed within the
school’s website and the previously mentioned 2005 ofsted report covering key
stages 3, 4 and 5. this information is competently used to target staff efforts at
constant improvements.
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newsteaD wooD school For Girls:
orpington, london Borough of Bromley

• this is an outstandingly successful school which has many excellent features.
standards are very high and improving yearly as a result of very good teaching. the
school makes outstanding provision for its gifted and talented pupils; academic
standards are very high in all subjects; Pupils have excellent attitudes to their studies;
teaching is very good and sometimes excellent; leadership and management are
very good; the school enriches its curriculum with an excellent range of extracurricular
activities. oFsteD 2003.
• By any measure the school starts with a strong student body and adds value to
their education which produces outstanding results regardless of how achievement
is measured. the Gcse and a level results for 2005-2007 and previous years can be
found at: http://www.newsteadwood.bromley.sch.uk/appendix1.html
• newstead wood has the highest entry ﬁgures for oxbridge in the london area. this
is not achieved by reputation alone but by concerted efforts on the part of the staff
and the pupils over a period of years.

seven kinGs hiGh school: london Borough of redbridge, ilford
• the school celebrates an impressive array of academic credentials and what has been
accomplished can be assessed on the schools website at: http://www.skhs.net/
• Following last year’s superb a-level results, pupils and teachers at seven kings high
school are again celebrating as the school achieved outstanding Gcse results,
gaining excellent grades and achieving quite an amazing score for students gaining
5a* – c grade or more.
• an amazing 92% of pupils have achieved at least 5 a – c grades at Gcse, continuing
the tremendously high standard that has been achieved in recent years, results that
have seen seven kings recognised as one of Britain’s top comprehensive schools
for Gcse and a-level achievement. the 5a* – G pass rate was 100%, maintaining a
record that the school is very proud of, namely that each year, nearly every student
completes Year 11 with at least 5 Gcse successes to their name. 71% of pupils
achieved c or above in both maths and english, which is a new government measure
introduced this year.
• Five students have gained the grades they needed to begin studies at oxbridge
colleges this autumn and we offer them our sincerest congratulations (all students
gained straight a grades).
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NOTES

st marYleBone school: london Borough of westminster
• the 1995 ofsted inspection recognised the school as being ‘good for the modestly
able’ but not so successful for the most academically bright. in the mid 90’s around 39%
of students were achieving 5 a*– c grades in Gcse examinations. the 2001 inspection
report praised the school’s Gifted and talented programme, but considered that more
could be done to raise attainment at the ‘top end’. over the last 9 years, the situation
has changed dramatically. the school now consistently achieves an a*– c pass rate of
around 90%. last year the a*– c pass rate rose to 94%.
• in 1998 the school achieved specialist school status for the Performing arts. in 2006 it
has achieved an additional specialism for maths and computing. in 1998 the school
achieved specialist school status for the Performing arts. in 2006 it has achieved an
additional specialism for maths and computing.
• value-added data also indicates that st marylebone school achieves exceptionally
well, especially for able students.
• the list of university places achieved by the 2005 a level cohort, including places at
oxford and cambridge, is impressive, as is entry to colleges of art, music and drama.
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